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The Image of the Child
m the English Mystery Cycles
by
Marilyn utton
Ca li fornia State University, Dominguez HilJs

Recen t studies in family history have largely reaffirmed the commonplace
that, prior to the Renaissance, children were seldom seen and rarely heard. 1
Philippe Aries and Lawrence Stone, for their parts, have traced the evolution
of the concepts of childhood, privacy, and the conjugal family; the point of
origin for each, they fix in the Renaissance. But encyclopedic as Aries and
Stone have been in research ing their respective theories of "undiscovered childhood" and "conscious limitation of affection", 2 they, nevertheless, have
slighted the testimony of the popular literature of the English Middle Ages, an
oversight that has led them to establish arbitrary beginnings.
To be sure, the social historian regards t he testimony of li teratu re as reflective rather than primary evidence. And the reflections found in the celebrated
works of English medieval literature tend more to confirm than contradict the
thesis of invisible children: Pearl, perhaps the most conspicuous child in
English medieval literature, was "taken ful yong and tendr of age" to be the
Bride of the Lamb, so she is more a disembodied image of perfection than she
is a real child; the few children who are developed in the Canterbury Tales, if
earthbound to begin with, hasten to their ends; 1 and the heroes of the Romance
tradition, whose childhoods are more fully developed for their own sake, are
better understood as "after child" images, examples of adofescens rather than
pueritia. So, when the scope of inquiry is limited to pre-adolescence, it would
seem that the aristocratic literature of the English Middle Ages is indeed typified
by the detachment of an Abelard who barely mentions the birth of his son,
Astralabe, or the ambiguity of a Chaucerian narrator who knows Criseyde so
well, yet "rede it naught wheither that she children hadde or noon."
But to look for fully developed portrayals of children in the e works is to
seek domestic realism in fic tive worlds that, in most cases, are posited on the
canons of philo ophical Real i m: Pearl is not so much precocious a she is
symbolic. Our search will be more productive if we turn to the drama whose
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identity as ludus populi is secu red by the reciprocity amongst actor, audience,
and text. And nowhere is drama more a product of the people than in the
English mystery cycles which played out spiritual hi tory from Creation to
Doomsday in a manner so compelling as to draw audiences back to annual production over a more than two-hundred year period.• Though surely intended
a instructional and devotional, the effectiveness of the cycles rested on their
ability to create recognizable and compelling situations: the kerygma of the
Mystery Cycles was incarnated in a continuing series of families confronting
challenges. The conflicts, and fo r that matter the outcome, of particular incident were determined by Scripture, o it is in the externals of repre entation
that medieval a umption are reflected. With extensive dome tic records for
the period prior to 1500 almost wholly lacking, the exi tence of such a large
body of regularly played dramatic material affords remarkably persistent
reflections of family relationships.
The drama/is personae of the mystery cycles were spiritual counte rparts to
the abundantly diversified audiences of the English medieval towns.' The
members of the a udience sha red spiritual parentage with the character in the
plays: together, they were children in the Family of God, given birth at Creation, eparated at the Fall, and de tined for reunion with the Father at
Doomsday.• Together, they were charged with working through the implications of alvation in the temporal order. Such universal scope naturally gave
rise to a varied array of character types, callings and ages. In a modern production , the inclusion of children would eem quite natural; as it did, for
instance, to Patrick Garland in the summer of 1980, when he vi ually recreated
the bu tie of a medieval street scene by filling hi spaciou et among the ruins
of t. Mary's Abbey with townspeople of all age and children of all sizes. But
the medieval "producer" was hampered by extreme limitations on space
(whether one follows the processional pageant wagon, or the raised playing
space theory) as well as very practical pressures for economy in playing time.
The challenge of holding an audience from the Fall of the Angels to the
Last Judgment clearly called for compression; and, given instruction as an
avowed purpose of the drama, the medieval lacked Garland's freedom to
excerpt. Together, these pressures encouraged the playing out of scenes with
the smallest possible number of character . Very few of the scriptural sou rces
for the basic cycle tructure' actually dictate a ch ild character, so we can infer
that, natural as the inclusion of children might seem in a modern production,
the appearance of child characters in medieval productions resulted from conciou deci ions undertaken against con iderable constraint. When these practical concerns are set within a context provided by Stone' hypothesis of
psychological di tance and Aries' opinion that Middle Age lac ked a concept
of childhood, we are led to anticipate a dearth of children in the cycles.
In fact, the evidence suggest a quite different conclusion. The gap between
script and performance i alway a quandary, and particularly so in the case
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of these early my tery cycle " cripts"; but, even textual analy is of the extant
cycles indicate the presence of some children in the plays.• The Infancy
sequence, for instance, not only centers on the Chri t child but offers amplification of detail, with the presentation of toys; and the Towneley variant offers
an extended subplot couched in domestic realism. In the Abraham and Isaac
plays, though in some cases Isaac is a "man of thirty elde"; in others, he is
clearly played as a child.
Besides these central child characters, the cycles present other characters
who seem to have been "written in" gratuitously, and would seem to have most
appropriately been played as children: these characters include Abraham's servants (York), Herod's son (York), the servant in the Towneley Second Shepherds' play, and the child offered for "insaumpill eere" in the York Play of
the Baxteres. In a still more tentative mode, several roles, by reason of dialogue or context, might well have been played by children: the servant in the
Towneley Caesar Augustus, the groom in the Towneley Journey of the Magi,
the angel in the York Play of the Carpenter , and Titivillus in the Harrowing
of Hell serve as example .
Distingui hing marks of any kind are rare for minor characters in the
cycle , so it shou ld not surprise us if our sense of children derive more from
an accumulation of brief sightings than from fully developed portraits. In his
tudy of the changing nature of man, J. H. van den Berg warns that the student seeking information on the nature of the relationship between young and
old in earlier times, "has to be satisfied with hints, allus ions, and side remarks,
which su ddenly, almost by accident, allows us to catch a glimpse of how elders
treated the young in those days." 9 But even tho e brief glimpses, David
Herlih y notes "may be enough to dispel some large misconceptions concerning
medieval children and aid us toward a sound reconstruction of the history of
children in the western world." 10
The context of children in the mystery cycles is indeed built of glimp e ,
hints, allusions, and side remarks. Mute in the historical records, children are
demonstrab ly present in the extant English cycles, and the individual value
placed on them is irrefutable. Amid t the homey details of quickening, midwifery, swaddling, "babes peeping and weeping," playthings, and "bairns crying with hunger," there resides a domestic con ciousness seldom acknowledged
by hi toria ns of childhood. Thi con ciousness is established through an accumulation of direct statements on the care and nurturing of children, 1 1 of
indirect statement implying the presence of children, 12 of attitudes expressed
by a rare fully developed child character, of the dramatic interaction of a child
with adult and, in at least one instance, of the expressed attitudes of adults
toward children who remain silent in the text. Wrapping Biblical incidents in
layers of domestic reali m urely made them more vivid and memorable, thereby
enhancing the pedagogic purposes of the plays. But there is more. The appearance of children in these plays is so frequent (albeit brief) and so consistent
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(in thematic as well as structural terms) a to urge inquiry into Lheir dramatic
function . The following analysis of the dramatic interaction between Abraham
and Isaac (in an episode where Isaac is poignantly played as a ch ild) together
with a review of the texts of Jesus and the Doctors and the Slaughter of the
Innocents will demonstrate that, in their immediacy, child characters offered,
the medieval dramatist a means of powerfully underscoring the pattern of
redemptive sacrifice.
The Sacrifice of Isaac (played in each of York, Chester, Towneley, and
Ludus Coventriae as well as the single Brome and orthampton episodes) " remained one of the most popular scriptural incident from the early Church
through the Renais ance. Prized in large part because of the figural qualities of
the situation-a loving father offering his son as a acrifice on a hilltop-the
episode was often the subject of Biblical commentaries, ermons, and artistic
renderings in a wide variety of media. A survey of the Princeton Index of
Christian Art readily identifies the episode as one of the most frequently portrayed in Christian art prior to 1400. As for literary recreations, Rosemary
Woolf judges the episode to be one of the "most consistently well-told of all
those in the Corpus Christi cycle."•• But no matter how instructive the
episode-and Ambrose, Augustine, Origen, Tenullian and Isidore all found it
so •• - the human dimension of the conflict between love and duty recommends
it to the dramatist.
Traditionally, Old Testament commentaries followed their sou rce (Gene is
22:1-18) by emphasizing the test of Abraham's faithfulness: symbolically,
Isaac may have been a spotless victim but, dramatically, he was little more than
a foil. To the mystery cycle dramatist, the episode was crucial in foreshadowing
the redemptive sacrifice, but it posed a potential conflict between the interests of
theology and drama: to emphasize Abraham's faithfu lness, the difficulty of the
divine command must be clear, but shorn of the Old Testament familiarity with
child sacrifice 16 that command could seem so inhumane as to raise questions
about the deity. By expanding the role of Isaac and shifting the focus from
Abraham's dutiful obedience to Isaac's puzzled responses (in questioning the
motivation for and everity of the command, Isaac gives voice to fully human,
indeed audience-like reactions), the medieval dramatist avoided a blasphemous
image of a vengeful God while bringing dramatic tension to a peak.
In the York Play of the Parchemyners and Bokebynders, Isaac is a fully
grown man, and in Ludus Coventriae, though age is not specified, Isaac's
restrained, analytical responses lead some to conclude the role is played by an
adult. 17 But in Towneley and Chester (as well as in Brome and orthampton),
Isaac is portrayed as a child. Since irony and pathos increase as the age of
Isaac decreases, the decision to play Isaac a a child is generally con idered to
produce superior drama. 11
Because any indicator of domestic realism in a cycle play are embedded in
the interaction between characters (script instructions being minimal), a close
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analysis of the equence of action in a single text will best demonstrate the
impact of the decision to play Isaac as a ch ild . In the Towneley Abraham,
Isaac, the child " o lufand" is never explicitly told that the command for his
sacrifice comes from God, 19 so the full burden of his obedience must rest on
the filial tru the places in his father. In the eyes of the audience then, the act of
sacrifice is justified on two quite different grounds: ultimately, in terms of a
divine command known from the scriptural tradition; and more immediately
within the play, on Abraham 's command "ffor certan skyllys and encheson."
For his part, Abraham is weary after a hundred years of life, and ready to
become a thrall to death if only his forebears were not till barred from paradi e. Deus hears the world weariness of his true servant and, underscoring the
unity of the Family of God, promises that "Adam and his kynde" will be
helped if Abraham proves true in one last test: the te t, of course, is the acrifice of I aac. Abraham initially responds with extravagant willingness to obey:
Both wife and child if he bid spi ll;
I wille not do agan his rede . (87-88)
But generalized avowals of obedience are replaced by per onal pain when
Abraham turns 10 carry out his promise in the human sphere. Oblivious of his
father' promise, Isaac enters in a sprightly fashion:
All redy, fader, Lo me here;
ow was I commyng unto you;
I luf you mekill, fader dere. (93- 5)
Abraham responds to Isaac's greeting:
And dos thou so? I wold wit how
Lufi thou me, son, as thou has aide. (96-7)
Is Abraham te ting his son's faithfulness? Planning his strategy? Or, simply
basking for a moment in the richness of his son's love? Another testimony
from I aac shows him an affectionate and welJ-taughl on:
Yei, fader, with all myn hart,
More then all that ever was maide;
God hold me long youre life in quart! (98-100)
Upon which Abraham reflects (perhaps with a knowing nod to parents in the
audience) on the pure joy of such affection:
Now, who would not be glad that had
A chi ld so lufand as thou art?
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Thi lufly chere makis my hert glad,
And many a tyme so ha it gart. (101-4)
The tension between Abraham's love for his son and his duty to God, set in
play by Deus' opening command, has been growing throughout the exchanges
between Abraham and Isaac. Ab raham's strain becomes clear when Isaac
departs the playing space, leaving Abraham free to vent his feelings:
ow well i me that he is past!
Alone, ryght here in this playn,
Might I speke to myn hart brast. (108 - 10)
The conflict is complicated by the fact that Abraham is son a well as Father;
as son of Deu , Abraham owes filial obedience, and those obligation being
atemporal, take precedence over the obligations of human paternity. God's
command has set the two systems of duty on a collision course, and the path of
higher duty is particu larly hard for the Abraham of this play who has shown
himself to be a man of tender heart. 20 The dramatic vehicle of the mystery
cycle encourages amplification of character throughout and probably far more
so than the text reveals. Surely, then, the audience would have understood
when Abraham let protective concern override literal truth in reassuring Isaac:
"We shal com home with grete lovying." Even that reass urance is fleeting and
Abraham is soon led to confess his intent: "Now, son, I may no longer layn."
To this hard but honest truth, Isaac replies as both a model of fi lial devotion
and a highly credible child, trying one approach after another in the hope of
quitting the crisis with both obedience and life.
First, Isaac cries mercy. Abraham i resolute. Isaac promises to repent.
Abraham i resolute. Isaac questions the severity of the punishment: "Shall ye
me slo?" Then Isaac realizes that he doesn't remember having done anything to
merit any punishment at all. Abraham remains re olute. If he is not at fault,
ponder Isaac, then he, alone, cannot remedy the situation. So, Isaac goe to
work on his father. Knowing full well the depth of his father's love, he begins
to probe:
when I am dede and closed in clay,
who shall then be you re son? (I 93-4)
And , more pragmatically:
ir, who hall do that I was won? (196)
Still, a resolute (if reclutant) response from Abraham. I aac looks to the
moment :
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The shynyng of youre bright blayde
It gars me quake for ferde to dee. (201-2)
Resigned LO the fact of hi death, Isaac still balk at the irrationality of it:
the ituation violate hi expectations of justice from hi father: "What have I
done, fader, what have I saide?" (205). H is father chooses his words with care,
under taLing to conlrol his emotions: "Truly, no kyns ill to me" (206). The
basic injustice confirmed, Isaac concludes: "And thus gyltles shall be arayde"
(207). Rationa l inquiry at an end, I aac returns 10 the bedrock of his relationship with his father. o ma11er what is LO happen, their love remains:
Isaac
I luf you ay.
Abraham

o do I the. (209)

Suddenly, with wonderful spontaneity, Isaac hits upon a last-ditch effonhe will invoke his mother. That shou ld stop Abraham! And ii does. Stricken
with emotion, Abraham turns away with the feint "I mys a lytyll thyng, I
weyn" (214). This line with its prophetic/pathetic pun on "lite! thyng", provide Abraham a moment of delay to cover his emotion (215-16).
To be ure, Abraham is moved by the trusting and indefatigable hope of
his comely son, but perhaps Ab raham has not yet considered how he will
explain the disappearance of Isaac to Sarah: "What shal I to his moder ay."
He knows "!for 'wher is he,' ty1e will she pyr;" and he knows, too, 1ha1 his be 1
equivocation, "ron away,'' will not stand a moment with her. Perhaps, he is
fearfu l of her anger (if so, he would be akin to Noah); but assuredly, he cares
deeply for her. T he truth of Isaac's death, he fears, will be devastating to her:
"And I am ferd hir for to slay" (229).
Was the audience 10 assume that Sarah would not recognize the uncompromi ing nature of divine command? If so, she would be ope rating within the
ame cluster of misogynistic values that had earlier urrounded Eve and Uxor.
Or imply, that the loss of her on wou ld be unbearable to her, as a mother? 21
In that case, she wou ld prefigure Mary in the later plays. Though the details of
dome tic realism and the degree of ampl ification differ from text to text, the
affective tie among father, mother and son are affirmed in all variants and are
most fully articulated when Isaac is ca t as a child." Once the character of
Isaac i cast as a child, realistic convention and contemporary a sumptions
amplify the role.
In Jesus and the Doctor (the closing play of the Nativity equence in all
four cycles), the spiritual meani ng of the pattern of action is off et by perceptions wholly under tandable on the human plane. The scriptural source for the
episode is relatively brief, suggesting little dialogue. It does, however, pre ent
that puzzling exchange in which the young Jesus appears to chide his parents
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with more than a hint of insensitivity as He emphasizes the importance of His
divine mission. The episode challenges the dramatist : the young Jesus must
appear human enough to warrant His parents' concern when He is lost, yet
divine enough 10 convince the Doctors of His wisdom. And His chiding must
be painfully right.
In the York play of the Sporiers and Lorimers, the incident opens in
domestic representationalism with Mary lamenting the lo s of her "bairn,"
"her lovely lad," her "seemly son" (43 - 45) . The Doctors, likewise, begin by
considering Jesus a quite human lad who will urely interrupt their work:
Sone, hense away! I wolde pou wente,
For othir haftis in hande have we. (75- 6)
Jesus, however, operates from the beginning as the divine child He i , extending a blessing, and later becoming more direct:
To lerne of you nedis me no thing.
For I knawe both youre dedys and sawes. (87- 8)
Still, the Doctors respond from their temporal vantage point as they mock His
seeming arrogance:
Nowe herken 3one barne with his brandyng,
He wenes he kens more pan we knawes! (88-90)
Jesus continues consistent in Hi s divine perspective:
The holy ghost has on me light,
And has anoynted me as a leche (101 - 2)
So, the first Master turns to his store of learning, recalling what the prophet,
David, has said of children ("Ex ore infancium et lactancium perfecisti
laudem"):
And of ther mouthes, he wa1e full welc,
Our lord has parformed loving. (115-16)
Even though the Master grants the wisdom of David, he relies on his human
instincts, warning Jesus:
For where maistiris are mette
Childre wordis are no3t to charge. (119-20)
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He ends by encouraging the young Jesus to study the law so that one day He
too will have the wisdom of a clerk.
ot until Jesus demonstrates His knowledge of ihe law despite the fact that
He "lered neuere on boke to rede," doe the Master find him elf beaten at his
own game. Then, the Doctors as a group become concerned about concealing
the incident in order to conserve their power, the innate wi dom of a child an
obvious threat to the established order. 23
When Mary and Joseph arrive after three days still searching for their on,
the emphasis is on the humanity of the Christ child. Seeing Jc us in the company of the Doctors, they are at first reluctant to approach, but Mary urge
Joseph on, insisting that the Doctors will accept him because "of elde." Joseph
counters with his own brand of homey wi dom insisting that Mary accompany
him because Jesus will surely listen to His mother. Upon seeing their son,
Mary pours forth maternal concern . Jesus again re ponds in terms of Hi
divine mission:
Wherto shulde 3e seke me soo?
Ofte tyme it hase ben tolde you till,
My fadir werkis, for wele or woo,
Thus am I ente for to fulfyll. (257-60)
Still Mary and Joseph remain on the plane of human response, with Mary
reflecting on the gap between them and their son (261 - 2), and Jo eph sighing
with paternal relief (265 - 6). Throughout this play of the Sporiers and Lorimers, the audience has witnessed the Biblical kerygma embellished with
domestic detail. The hard ambiguity of Jesus' reference to His Father's work
(259-60) has been elaborated in an extended interaction which operates on two
planes of understanding simultaneously. In the process, the medieval audience
witnes es a child wiser than He seems, the very human challenge of raising a
God-Son, and a host of realistic details revealing family relationship . It is not
hard to imagine children in the medieval audience finding very familiar such
rebuffs, as, "we haue other tales to tent."
Jesus and the Doctors closes the Nativity sequence, a series of plays that
from the first has stressed the humanity of the Christ child. The shepherds
have offered homey gifts of hat and horn, a ball of tin, a cob of nuts upon a
band, and, in their comment , have reflected the babe they ee "Lo he merry
is," "he laugh ."In the Towneley variant, the household of Mak has provided
a doubling of the childbirth motifs. Familial lore and dome tic detail have remained before the audience in the Flight into Egypt where Mary has worried
about her young son:
My chyld how shuld I bere
So far from hame? (Towneley 129- 30)
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Earlier in the sequence, the Slaughter of Lhe Innocents has shown the hopes
that mothers invested in their children even when those children were two years
of age and vulnerable to a host of dangers and di eases. As with Jesu and the
Doctors, the Biblical source for the Slaughter of the Innocents (Mat!. 2: 13- 19)
offer little basi for elaboration of dome tic relation hip . The mother of the
slaughtered innocents enter the Biblical account only in fulfillment of the
prophecy:
A voice was heard in Ram a, wailing and loud laments: it
wa Rachel weeping for her children, and refusing all
consolation because there were no more.
For the medieval "dramatist" the inclusion of the mother as characters in the
play was good drama: for u their inclusion affords a bright glimp e into contemporary entiment and belief about children.
In a society con tinually confronted with the accidental death (and even
murders) of children, 2• the Biblical incident cou ld have been played in an
atmosphere of futility and resignation, or it could have been lightly reca t to
emphasize Herod's act rather than the infants' deaths. Mirk's sermon for the
Feast of the Innocents, for instance, moves in the direction of idealization,
stressing the qualities of innocence and sacrifice, while emphasizing selfdamning acts. The over-arching theme or moral of the ermon is that he who is
without mercy will find vengeance. 25
In all four cycles, however, the prophesied "weeping and lamenting" is
made concrete. The mothers are active characters resisting the soldiers with
cries of anguish born of personal bonding in pregnancy and nursing:
gon is all my good game
my lytyll chylde lyth all lame
~at lu lled on my pappys
my ffourty wekys gronynge
hath sent me sefne 3ere sorwynge.
(Ludus Coventriae, 98- 102)
In all four variants, the mothers attempt to match the soldiers' hacking and
hewing with proud blow of di taff and boots (Chester), bodkin a nd nails
(Towneley), or pot and ladle (Coventriae) a they prate I the injustice:
my love, my lord, my lief, my Ieefe!
did never man nor woman greefe,
to suffer uch torment! (Chester, 330- 2)
and the pain:
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Mercy lord, I cry!
IL i myn awne dere son. (Towneley, Herod , 350-1)
Uncertai n as life expectancy may have been, maternity, it would seem, maintained certain hope. Herod's soldiers recognize the personal investment the
mother have made in their infant sons. One soldier vaunts (in what might be a
biting pun on "pryde"): "I shaU reyfe Lhe thy pryde/ kyll we these boyse"
(Towneley, Herod , 336)! The mothers respond with hopelessness as meaning
falls from their lives with the loss of their babes (York 226-30; Chester 245 -8;
Towneley 388-91).
Their cries foreshadow the cry of the ideal mother who is soon to witness
the death of her Son in the Crucifixion play . There, Mary will sigh: "Me thynk
now that I lyf to Jang/ to e my barne thus blede" (Towneley, Crucifixion,
407). There, Mary will cry with the anguish we have come to recognize as the
special cry of a parent losing a child . And though the Son will be a man of
thirty-three years, Mary and tho e who seek to comfort her will continually
refer Lo Him as the "ble sed bairn," the "fairest child." Dramatically, these
metaphors ensure emotional immediacy: spiritually, they underscore the doctrine of Incarnation ; for, it is in the act of God entering His creat ion a a child,
that the hope of Salvation is won.
By the time Lhe Crucifixion play manifests the connections between Incarnation and Salvation, the domestic realism of the cycles has established the
figure of the child as an emblem of great value and the death of the child a the
epitome of sacrifice. More than an embellishment, more even than a spi ritual
correla tive for children in the medieval audience, the children of the mystery
cycle betoken ultimate value. Unquestionably, their pre ence and their
characteri tic identity had been acknowledged by English audiences prior to
their reported di covery in the Renaissance.

NOTES
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references 10 "child ," "childhood" or "children" in the Canterbury Tales, Chaucer gives
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people." The York Cycle of Mystery Plays (London, 1962), p. 12; See also K. M.
Carroll, "The Miracle Plays as Guides 10 Medieval Life and Thought," The Contemporary Review, vol. 85, 1929, p. 89.
5. Kolve: "The medieval popular audjence was as large as Langland's 'felde ful of
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New Testament" STla 2ae 106. 1) and throughout medieval sentences, summae, homele1ic and exegetical writings. The term Mystical Body was first used officially by Boniface VIII in Unam Sanctam, Nov. 1302.
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